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Abstract

The atmospheric particle size distributions of 2,3,7,8-substituted polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofur-

ans (PCDD/Fs) between 0.056 and 100 mm in aerodynamic diameter (Dp) were measured at two sampling sites during

January 2002. These sites were 1.1 and 2.1 km downwind from a municipal incinerator in central Taiwan, respectively.

Size-segregated atmospheric particles were simultaneously collected by means of a cascade impactor and a rotary

impactor. The results showed that PCDD/Fs were associated with the full size range of atmospheric particles. More

than 80% of the SPCDD/Fs and toxic equivalents (TEQs) were found to be associated with fine particles of

aerodynamic diameter, Dpo2.0mm. Generally a smaller particle had a higher SPCDD/Fs content. The particle size

distributions of SPCDD/Fs and TEQs were shifted to larger particles with increasing time and distance. It is

noteworthy that PCDFs were found to distribute significantly among aerosol size fractions based on their chlorination

level at both sampling sites. There was an increase in the proportion of the less chlorinated PCDFs in the coarse

particles (Dp > 2:0 mm). As for PCDDs, however, a relative enrichment of the less chlorinated congeners on coarse

particles was found only at the farther sampling site (2.1 km).

r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Incineration is the most popular method of municipal

solid waste treatment in Taiwan because of its effective-
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ness in reducing the amount and the volume of waste

and the possible recovery of exothermic energy (Ma

et al., 2002). Incineration of municipal waste is known to

emit various atmospheric pollutants including toxic

elements and organic compounds. The primary

concern on the risks of emissions from incinerators

are heavy metals and polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins

and dibenzofurans (PCDD/Fs) (Valberg et al., 1996;
d.
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Mukerjee, 1998; National research council (NRC),

2000). At present, municipal solid waste incinerators

(MSWIs) are considered to be the major sources of

PCDD/Fs emission in many countries (Bolt and Jong,

1993; Coleman et al., 1997; Ogura et al., 2001).

Estimation of potential exposures to PCDD/Fs

emitted from the stacks of MSWIs requires accurate

information on their atmospheric transport, degradation

and deposition in the atmosphere. PCDD/Fs are

semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs), which parti-

tion between the gas phase and suspended particulate

matters in the atmosphere. The partition behavior of

SVOCs depends upon the ambient temperature, the

relative humidity, the particle surface available for

sorption and the compound properties (Lee and Jones,

1999; Lohmann et al., 2000a, b). Since most PCDD/Fs

are found in the particulate phase, it becomes important

research issue with respect to the particle-bound PCDD/

Fs (Kouimtzis et al., 2002). Gas-phase PCDD/Fs are

believed to be depleted due to degradation reactions in

the atmosphere, and the particle properties play an

important role in the transport of particle-bound

PCDD/Fs away from sources (Lohmann and Jones,

1998).

Atmospheric particles are classified into three size

groups: ultrafine mode with aerodynamic diameter

oE0.1mm (Dpo0:1mm), accumulation mode (0:1o
Dpo2:0mm), and coarse size mode (Dp > 2:0mm) (Bidle-

man, 1998). Ultrafine mode particles are emitted from

combustors and formed in the atmosphere by homo-

geneous nucleation. Their lifetimes are short (often

minutes) due to rapid coagulation forming. Accumula-

tion mode particles also arise from combustion sources

and are formed by condensation and coagulation.

Coarse mode particles are generated mostly by mechan-

ical processes such as grinding, wind, or erosion.

The transport and deposition of particles can be

described as a function of particle size. Therefore,

information on the particle size distribution of PCDD/

Fs is essential to estimate their inputs into ecosystems.

Additionally, the particle size is important in determin-

ing potential impacts on human health, since the

efficiencies of both inhalation and reparatory deposition

are dependent upon particle size (Oberdorster et al.,

1994). Even though a vast number of atmospheric

dispersion models exist and are readily available for use,

the risk assessor is generally faced with little or no data

on the atmospheric particle size distribution of PCDD/

Fs (Lohman and Seigneur, 2001), making accurate risk

assessment difficult to conduct.

Studies on PCDD/Fs particle size distribution are few

(Kurokawa et al., 1998; Kaupp and McLachlan, 1999;

Oh et al., 2002). This was probably because of the long

sampling time required to obtain sufficient mass of

particles for readily the detection of ultra trace levels of

PCDD/Fs. Since sampling of different particle-size
fractions was usually performed with cascade impactors,

most of the published data were limited to the finer

particles (Dpo10mm). Larger particles can be separated

by rotary impactors (Lee et al., 1996). However, little

work has been done to estimate the size distribution of

PCDD/Fs within the full size range of atmospheric

particles. A recent study by Kaupp and McLachlan

(2000) is the only effort in this aspect to describe the

complete particle size distribution of PCDD/Fs at a

rural location. In their study, the atmospheric particles

were simply separated into six fractions by the impactors

and the resolution was not sufficient for distinguishing

minor differences in particle size distributions.

The aim of our present study is to measure the

distribution of the 2,3,7,8-substitated PCDD/Fs con-

geners with respect to particle size in the ambient air of a

municipal incinerator. The complete size range of the

atmospheric particles was sampled using a micro-orifice

uniform deposited impactors (MOUDI) and a Noll

Rotary Impactors (NRI). Here the inclusion of MOUDI

and NRI allowed collection of particles in 12 size

fractions between o0.056 and >100 mm. Two sites

situated downwind of the incinerator were selected to

collect ambient air samples simultaneously. Our study

represents the first comprehensive investigation for

changes of particle size distribution of PCDD/Fs with

the distance from the incinerator.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Sampling locations

The incinerator investigated is in an agricultural zone,

located at the slope of a mild hill (310 m high), about

5 km northwest of Taichung City center. To the west are

largely semirural areas and the Taiwan Strait. This

incinerator has three rotary furnaces with a nominal

capacity rating of 300 ton day�1 each and it employs

semidry scrubber and bag filter as air pollution control

devices. Finally the fumes are emitted through a 120 m

high stack.

During the winter period, northwest was the prevail-

ing local wind direction. Utilizing historical wind data,

two sites (A and B) situated close to the incinerator were

selected for the collection of air samples (see Fig. 1).

Sites A and B were, respectively, located at about 1.1

and 2.1 km to the southeast (downwind) of the

incinerator. According to our preliminary results for

PCDD/Fs and metals collected by high volume air

samplers around the incinerator (carried out with the

present study in parallel), the air pollutant concentra-

tions at these two sites were found to be highly

influenced by the air dispersion downstream of the

incinerator (Chao et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2003). It would

be assumed that the two sampling sites represented
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Fig. 1. Map of the sampling locations.
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consecutive measurements of the same air mass from the

incinerator.

2.2. Air sampling

Atmospheric particles in each site were simulta-

neously collected by the MOUDIs (Model 110 MSP

Co., Minneapolis, MN) and the NRIs. The sampling

apparatus was calibrated with the unit density spherical

particles so that all particles collected are sized

aerodynamically equivalent to the reference particles.

Then the complete particle size distributions from 0.056

to 100 mm could be obtained for particle-bound PCDD/

Fs analyses.

The MOUDI is a ten-stage cascade impactor, which

was used to provide resolution of the size distribution of

aerosol population including finer particles. The sam-

pling method employed has been described elsewhere

(Sheu et al., 1997). Briefly, 47-mm aluminum foils (MSP

Co.) and a 37-mm Zefluor filter (Gelman Sciences Co.,

2 mm pore) were, respectively, used as the impaction

substrates and backup filter for the MOUDI sampler.

Both aluminum foils and Zeflour filters were prewashed

with a solvent solution (mixture of n-hexane and

dichloromethane, v : v ¼ 1 : 1) for 24 h. In order to

reduce particle bounce during sampling, the aluminum

foils were coated with 2 mg of silicon grease (thickness

E1mm) to form a sticky surface (Sheu et al., 1997). All

coated aluminum foils were then treated at 60�C for

90 min to obtain smooth and even surfaces. These

aluminum foils and filters were weighed before and after

sampling to determine the amount of particle collected

for each stage. In this study, the aluminum foils and

filters of the MOUDI were changed every 24 h. At a flow

rate of 30 l min�1, the 50% cut off diameter (D50) were
0.056, 0.1, 0.18, 0.32, 0.56, 1.0, 1.8, 3.2, 5.6, 10, and

18 mm (Marple et al., 1991).

The NRI is a multistage rotary inertial impactor that

collects coarse particles by rotating four rectangular

collectors (stages) of different dimensions through the

air. More detailed informations on the NRI were

described in elsewhere (Noll et al., 1985, 1990). The

stages were covered with Mylar strips coated with silicon

grease. Total collection areas were 1.2, 3.1, 10.3 and

10.3 cm2 for the four stages of NRI, respectively. The

strips were weighed before and after sampling to

determine the particle mass collected. For this study,

the NRI was operated at 320 rpm as described by Lee

et al. (1996). The NRI was operated for a maximum of

12 h before the Mylar strips were replaced. The

theoretical aerodynamic cut-diameters range (assuming

a particle density of 1 g cm�3) for the four stages

were 6.5–100, 11.5–100, 24.7–100 and 36.5–100 mm,

respectively.

Accordingly, the concentration at overlap size ranges

measured by both MOUDI (5.6–10 and 10–18 mm) and

NRI (6.5–11.5 and 11.5–24.7 mm) was presented by the

averaged data. After combining the MOUDI and NRI,

the normalized particle size range for each stage, in

sequence, is 0.056–0.1, 0.1–0.18, 0.18–0.32, 0.32–0.56,

0.56–1.0, 1.0–1.8, 1.8–3.2, 3.2–5.6, 5.6–10, 10–24.7, 24.7–

36.5 and 36.5–100 mm (Sheu et al., 1997).

Sampling was performed continuously in the winter

(8–29 January) of 2002 during dry periods with uniform

weather conditions. A total of 21 particle size samples

were collected at each sampling site. During the

sampling days, the metrological data were obtained

from a nearby metrological station. On a weekly basis,

temperature, wind speed and direction, and relative

humidity are described in Table 1. Notably, the major
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Table 1

Environmental conditions during the sampling campaign

Sampling period Mean temp (�C) Prevailing wind direction (%) Mean wind speed (m s�1) Mean relative humidity (%)

1/8–1/15 18.5 N (50), NW (38), SW (12) 2.3 74.6

1/15–1/22 18.5 N (13), NW (63), SW (12) 3.8 75.1

1/22–1/29 14.7 NW (100) 4.2 75.6

M.-R. Chao et al. / Atmospheric Environment 37 (2003) 4945–49544948
wind direction was from the northwest with a speed

allowing a good dispersion. Once the sampling was

completed, the samples were immediately stored in a

freezer at �20�C and were analyzed within 4 weeks. Due

to the extremely low substance concentrations on

separate particle fractions, the corresponding particle

fractions over a 21-day period were combined for

analysis.

2.3. Analytical procedure

Analysis of seventeen 2,3,7,8-substituted PCDD/Fs

congeners in aerosol samples was performed by the

Super MicroMass Research and Technology Center in

Cheng-Shiu Institute of Technology. This center is the

only accredited laboratory in Taiwan for PCDD/Fs

analysis and passes the international intercalibration on

PCDD/Fs in environmental and human samples. The

extraction and clean-up procedures, as well as the

analytical determination of PCDD/Fs were carried out

as recently reported (Wang et al., 2003a). All PCDD/Fs

standards in this study were obtained from Wellington

Laboratories Inc. (Wellington, CT); solvents and

reagents were pesticide grade/high purity.

The PCDD/Fs were analyzed by high-resolution gas

chromatography/high-resolution mass spectrometry

(HRGC/HRMS) using an HP5890 gas chromatography

connected to a Micromass AutoSpec-Ultima mass

spectrometry at a resolving power of 10,000. A DB-5

MS column (J&W, length 60 m, i.d. 0.25 mm, film

thickness 0.25mm, carrier gas helium) was employed

with the following temperature program: initial 150�C

(1 min), 30�C min�1 to 220�C (12 min), 1.5�C min�1 to

240�C (5 min), 15�C min�1 to 310�C (20 min). Two

masses were recorded for each analyte and each isotope-

labeled standard. Quantitation of analytes was achieved

by using the isotope dilution relative internal standard

method referring to the peak areas of the specific 13C12–

labeled surrogate for each 2,3,7,8-PCDD/F analyte.

Field and laboratory blanks samples were routinely

analyzed for quality assurance purposes. Blank levels

were normally very low and in most cases not

detectable. The levels for individual isomers often had

to be based on background noise and the instrumental

detection limit. Recoveries of 13C12–labeled PCDD/Fs

internal standards in environmental samples ranged

between 75% and 107%. Method detection limits
were 0.8 fg m�3 for OCDD and o0.3 fg m�3 for other

congeners.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Concentrations of PCDD/Fs with particle size

The concentrations (pg m�3) of individual 2,3,7,8-

substituted PCDD/F congeners determined in the

different particle size ranges for sites A and B,

respectively, are summarized in Table 2. PCDD/Fs were

found to be associated with the full size range of

atmospheric particles. The concentrations of higher

chlorinated congeners (HpCDD/F and OCDD/F) were

remarkably higher than those of other less chlorinated

congeners. It is known that a considerable fraction of

less chlorinated PCDD/Fs is present in the gas phase

under normal ambient temperature (Lee and Jones,

1999; Kouimtzis et al., 2002). Kaupp et al. (1994)

reported tetra-CDD, penta-CDD and tetra-CDF were

frequently below the detection limits for all size ranges.

In our study, while the corresponding particle fractions

over a 21-day sampling time were combined to obtain a

sufficient mass of particles to readily detect the PCDD/

Fs, only 2,3,7,8-TeCDD and 1,2,3,7,8-PeCDD were not

found on parts of size ranges. OCDD was the most

prominent congener for the full size range of atmo-

spheric particles. It has been reported that OCDD

usually dominated the congeners profile in stack

emissions of MSWIs (Lorber et al., 1998; Wang et al.,

2003b). This finding reflected that PCDD/Fs concentra-

tions could be highly influenced by the incinerator

emissions. When comparing the total particle-bound

PCDD/Fs and the total toxic equivalents (TEQs)

over the full size range for sites A and B, slight decreases

were observed with increasing distance from the

incinerator. As a result of atmospheric dilution, the

total particle-bound PCDD/Fs decreased from 2929 to

2539 fg m�3 and the total TEQs decreased from 75.4 to

69.4 fg I-TEQ m�3.

3.2. Particle size distributions of SPCDD/Fs and TEQs

The normalized distributions of the SPCDD/Fs

with particle size are presented in Fig. 2. The major

peaks are located in the accumulation mode size range,
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Table 2

Concentrations of 2,3,7,8-substitated PCDD/Fs congeners with respect to particle size at the sites A and B

Compound (fg m�3) Aerodynamic diameter, Dp (mm)

Site A Site B

0.056–0.32 0.32–1.8 1.8–10 10–100 Total 0.056–0.32 0.32–1.8 1.8–10 10–100 Total

2,3,7,8-TeCDD n.d.a 0.85 n.d. 0.12 0.97 0.89 n.d. n.d. 0.08 0.98

1,2,3,7,8-PeCDD 1.66 4.77 1.41 n.d. 7.84 4.14 4.91 2.33 0.65 12.0

1,2,3,4,7,8-HxCDD 8.21 8.45 2.74 0.71 20.1 7.07 9.12 2.42 0.65 19.3

1,2,3,6,7,8-HxCDD 15.4 13.5 4.36 1.14 34.4 12.2 14.4 3.40 0.97 31.0

1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCDD 13.4 12.7 3.35 0.90 30.3 11.0 12.8 3.50 0.97 28.3

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HpCDD 113 136 34.1 6.99 290 86.8 145 24.8 6.75 263

OCDD 410 788 308 37.6 1544 279 926 166 36.1 1408

2,3,7,8-TeCDF 4.28 4.42 4.09 1.42 14.2 3.27 3.82 3.47 1.56 12.1

1,2,3,7,8-PeCDF 10.8 11.1 7.64 2.46 32.0 8.55 11.1 6.56 2.62 28.9

2,3,4,7,8-PeCDF 20.7 19.2 10.1 3.11 53.0 15.7 19.5 8.53 2.98 46.7

1,2,3,4,7,8-HxCDF 32.6 29.6 10.6 2.81 75.7 24.4 30.8 8.49 2.96 66.6

1,2,3,6,7,8-HxCDF 30.2 25.6 9.19 2.52 67.5 22.8 27.3 7.03 2.77 59.8

2,3,4,6,7,8-HxCDF 44.1 33.7 9.45 2.50 89.8 32.9 34.8 6.89 2.67 77.3

1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCDF 4.84 4.24 1.89 0.46 11.4 3.70 4.13 2.54 0.59 11.0

1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HpCDF 136 117 25.3 7.52 286 100 117 19.3 8.09 245

1,2,3,4,7,8,9-HpCDF 23.2 19.8 4.12 1.18 48.3 17.2 19.6 3.44 1.43 41.6

OCDF 193 102 21.0 8.05 324 73.9 90.3 16.2 7.97 188

SPCDD/Fsb 1062 1331 456 79.5 2929 704 1471 285 79.7 2539

TEQs (fg I-TEQ m�3)c 30.3 30.2 11.7 3.25 75.4 25.3 30.3 10.2 3.55 69.4

Particle mass (mg m�3) 33.1 69.1 47.0 17.7 167.0 24.4 62.0 24.4 25.1 135.8

a N.d.= not detected.
bSPCDD/Fs were calculated as sum of tera- to octa-chlorinated 2,3,7,8-substitated PCDD/Fs.
c TEQs were calculated using I-TEF (international toxic equivalent factors).
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0:1oDpo2:0 mm. It is generally accepted that PCDD/Fs

associated with small particles tend to result from

combustion (Lohmann and Jones, 1998). Our data

further implied that the PCDD/Fs collected at sites A

and B could mainly originate from the incinerator

emission. The shift in the particle size distribution of

SPCDD/Fs from site A to B was observed. This

discrepancy between sites A and B was successfully

revealed by the high particle size resolution of our
impactors. For site A, the SPCDD/Fs were distributed

in analogously trimodal distributions with a major peak

at DpE0:25mm and two additional minor peaks at

DpE0:78 and E2:5mm. At site B, the particle size

distribution of SPCDD/Fs was clearly bimodal within

the accumulation mode size range. The first peak was

located at DpE0:25mm and the second peak was located

at DpE1:4 mm. An addition minor peak in the coarse

mode size range at DpE17mm was also noted. From site

A to B, the distribution of SPCDD/Fs was shifted to

larger particles. This could be due to the fact that the

newly released particles from the incinerator had not

reached equilibrium in the ambient air at short distance.

PCDD/Fs emitted were initially released in the gas phase

and were primarily associated with fine particles. Then,

PCDD/Fs can migrate to larger particles by coagulation

or by vaporization and sorption processes with increas-

ing time and distance (from site A to B). Our study also

demonstrates that the major peaks for TEQs were in the

accumulation mode size range (data not shown), similar

to the distributions observed for SPCDD/Fs.

However, it should be mentioned that only two sets of

samples were analyzed in this study and there might be

some uncertainty in our measurements. Moreover, size-

segregated atmospheric aerosols were collected on light

greased impaction media in this work to prevent particle
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bounce during sampling. It has been suspected that the

use of greased impaction media may have led to

absorption of PCDD/Fs present in the gas phase

(Kaupp and McLachlan, 2000). Such absorption would

artificially increase the amount of PCDD/Fs attributed

to the aerosol and possibly distort the measured size

distributions. Nevertheless, the PCDD/Fs had distribu-

tions with distinct peaks in this study (see Fig. 2). This

might imply that the absorption artifact only result in a

small increase in the amount of PCDD/Fs collected and

no qualitatively significant distortion in the measured

distributions (Allen, 1997).

3.3. Cumulative percentage of particle size distribution

Information on the cumulative percentage of the

particle size distribution is useful for the comparison of

the contributions of fine and coarse particles to the

PCDD/Fs concentrations. In this study, the sum

of ultrafine (Dpo0:1mm) and accumulation (0.1o
Dpo2.0 mm) fractions was considered as the fine fraction

(Dpo2:0mm). The fine and coarse particle fractions were

differentiated at 2.0 mm. Our investigation revealed that

the cumulative percentages of the SPCDD/Fs mass for

particle size o2.0mm were 83.9% and 87.3% for sites A

and B, respectively. Furthermore, more than 80% of

the TEQs were found to be present in the fine particle

fraction for both sites A and B. Our findings on

the dominant contribution of the fine particles to the

PCDD/Fs in this study were consistent with those

reported by Kurokawa et al. (1998) and by Kaupp and

McLachlan (1999). Because the fine particles have a

lower dry deposition velocity, the PCDD/Fs associated

primarily with the fine particles tend to be transported

from the incinerator for a long distance. This would help

to explain the observation by Lorber et al. (1998), who

indicated that o2% of emitted PCDD/Fs could be

found in the soil close to the incinerator. These fine

particles are believed to be dispersed to an extensive

area, being easily respired into the deep portions of the

lungs where the PCDD/Fs may produce a greater

danger to health.

3.4. Comparison of PCDDs and PCDFs

The ratio of SPCDDs/SPCDFs was previously

reported to be a good indicator for possible formation

processes or emission sources of the PCDD/Fs (Lee

et al., 1999; Lohmann et al., 1999; Schnelle-Kreis et al.,

2001). As illustrated in Fig. 3, the SPCDDs/SPCDFs

ratio distributions with respect to particle size were quite

similar for sites A and B. Except for particles with

Dpo0:2mm, the PCDDs levels were higher than PCDFs.

The ratio of SPCDDs/SPCDFs varied from 0.58 to 5.6

over the full size range, with mean values of 1.9 and 2.3

for sites A and B, respectively. It was reported that the
SPCDDs/SPCDFs ratio of fly ashes collected from the

MSWIs in Taiwan were frequently higher than 1 (Chang

and Huang, 1999). Therefore, it was reasonable to

assume that the PCDD/Fs found in the fly ashes and

atmospheric particles were both caused by similar

formation processes (i.e. incinerator combustion).
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The distributions of TEQs for PCDDs and for PCDFs

with particle size are shown in Fig. 4. The TEQs for

PCDDs were distributed differently from those for

PCDFs at site A. However, the distributions of TEQs

for PCDDs and PCDFs at site B were very similar. In

contrast to the observation from the SPCDDs/SPCDFs

ratio, the TEQs for PCDFs were 2–8 times higher than

those for PCDDs over the full particle size range. In our

study, PCDFs were the major contributors to the TEQs

in the atmospheric particles at the downwind sites of the

incinerator. This is in agreement with previous data

reported for particle-bound PCDD/Fs (Kurokawa et al.,

1998; Kouimtzis et al., 2002).

3.5. Size distribution of individual homologue

The distributions of 2,3,7,8-substituted PCDD/Fs

homologues with respect to particle size expressed as

percent of the total particle-bound concentration of each

homologue are shown in Fig. 5. Clearly, the PCDFs

tend to be distributed with particle size based on

molecular weight; higher chlorinated congeners with

fine particles and lower chlorinated congeners with

coarse particles (see Figs. 5a and b). At Dp > 2:0 mm, the
Fig. 5. Percent particle size distribution of in
percent concentrations of PCDFs for site A were in the

order of TeCDF (29%)>PeCDF (18%)>HxCDF

(10%)>HpCDF (7%)>OCDF (6%). Moreover, the

PCDFs concentrations of site B had similar pattern as

those in site A.

PCDD/Fs and PAHs are both SVOCs formed as by-

products of combustion. Analogies to PAHs and their

redistribution mechanisms may explain likely PCDD/Fs

behavior. Several studies on PAHs have also shown that

higher molecular weight PAHs were sorbed to the fine

aerosol fraction, but more volatile PAHs were asso-

ciated with larger particles (Allen et al., 1998; Offenberg

and Baker, 1999). Allen et al. (1996) indicated that the

mass transfer of PAHs from fine to coarse particles by

volatilization and sorption was directly related to the

fraction of PAHs in the gas phase relative to that

in the particle phase. The rates of redistribution for

PAHs correlate with their subcooled liquid vapor

pressures. In addition, differences in chemical affinities

between PAHs and different size particles have also been

used to explain the observed PAHs distribution pattern

with respect to particle size (Venkataraman et al., 1999).

PCDD/Fs vapor pressures have been demonstrated

to be strongly correlated with levels of chlorination
dividual 2,3,7,8-substituated congeners.
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(Oh et al., 2001). One possible explanation for the

observed PCDD/Fs distribution pattern is that PCDD/

Fs were initially associated with fine particles following

emission by the incinerator and then PCDD/Fs could

become associated coarse particles (Dp > 2:0mm) either

by coagulation or by vaporization and sorption. If the

main mechanism for PCDD/Fs associated with coarse

particles was only the coagulation of particles, the

mixture of PCDD/Fs in fine and coarse particles

would be similar. However, Fig. 5 demonstrated

that this was not observed. Instead, a redistribution of

the more volatile PCDD/Fs could occur, with the

less chlorinated PCDD/Fs volatilizing more rapidly

from the fine particles and sorbing to the coarse particles

than the higher chlorinated PCDD/Fs. The relative

amounts of PCDD/Fs bound to the fine particles can

therefore increase with increasing chlorination level,

which is in accordance with previous studies

(Kaupp et al., 1994; Oh et al., 2002). Moreover, it

should be mentioned that differences in chemical

affinities between PCDD/Fs and different size particles

could also explain the observed PCDD/Fs distribution

pattern in this study.

As for the PCDDs, the distribution of TeCDD and

PeCDD showed a high variability (data not shown).

This may be due to the difficulty of working close to the

detection limits for these less chlorinated congeners. In

contrast to the findings of PCDFs, the PCDDs

distributions give less implication of a relative enrich-

ment of the higher chlorinated congeners on finer

particles (see Figs. 5c and d). One of the reasons for

the irregular distribution of PCDDs is that PCDDs

generally have lower vapor pressures than equivalent

PCDF homologue groups (Lee and Jones, 1999), giving

further hints that PCDDs could redistribute to larger

particles by vaporization and sorption more difficultly

than PCDFs. However, at the farther site B, the PCDDs

still appeared to distribute among the aerosol size

fractions based on chlorination level. Except for

TeCDD, the percent concentrations of PCDDs found

on coarse particles (Dp > 2:0 mm) were in the order

of PeCDD (16%)>HxCDD (8%)>HpCDD (6%)>

OCDD (5%) at site B. Less chlorinated PCDD/Fs are

more associated with coarse particles, which have

substantial deposition velocities. These PCDD/Fs are

expected to have a larger flux out of atmosphere by

deposition.

Only a very small part of PCDD/Fs were associated

with particle size greater than 30mm for both sites A and

B. These large particles were originally little contami-

nated with PCDD/Fs due to their occurrence from non-

thermal sources. In addition, the atmospheric residence

times of large particles (Dp > 30mm) are short and,

therefore, the time available for the sorption by the

atmospheric gas phase PCDD/Fs is limited (Kaupp and

McLachlan, 2000).
3.6. SPCDD/Fs content on particles

The particle size distributions of the SPCDD/Fs are

expressed as nanograms of substance per gram of

particles (ng g�1) in Fig. 6. In general, a smaller particle

has a higher SPCDD/Fs content. The major peak in

particle size distribution for SPCDD/Fs content was

found in a particle size range between 0.056 and 3 mm.

This is due to the fact that soot emitted from the

incinerator might be primarily made up of fine particles,

which carry a high content of PCDD/Fs. At

Dpo0:25mm, the SPCDD/Fs content for site A was

higher than that for site B, whereas the opposite result

was observed on particles with Dp > 0:25 mm. PCDD/Fs

associated with particles o0.25mm appear to shift

toward larger particles. Again, this finding further

demonstrated that, once associated with fine particles,

PCDD/Fs could migrate to larger particles by vaporiza-

tion and sorption or by coagulation. The measured

particle-bound PCDD/Fs content is useful when exam-

ining the deposition flux of PCDD/Fs to receptors or

their transfer from deposited particles to the receptor

surface (Kaupp and McLachlan, 1999).

Particle size affects the removal rate of PCDD/Fs

from the atmosphere by dry and wet deposition.

Consequently, this study provides further elucidation

on the PCDD/Fs mass transfer from fine to coarse

particles. This information is also helpful in under-

standing the environmental fate of PCDD/Fs in the

atmosphere.
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